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Castagna
B E E C H W O R T H

The Castagna Vineyard is situated at an altitude of 500 metres five-and-a-half kilometres outside the

beautiful town of Beechworth in Northeast Victoria, high in the foothills of the Australian Alps. Our soil consists

mainly of decomposed granitic loam on a base of clay. The climate is distinctly Mediterranean with hot days and

cool nights during the important part of the growing season. 

The land is farmed biodynamically, using Rudolph Steiner’s biodynamic principles, because we believe it is the

best way to achieve optimum fruit quality, which best expresses its terroir. The vineyard is hand-pruned and the

fruit is hand-picked. The winemaking is very traditional with minimal interference. 

Our intention is to make, as simply as possible, wine which is an expression of the place where it is grown.



Castagna
B E E C H W O R T H

It’s that time of year again. Most of the wine has now been safely in bottle for a month or two, and is

resting quietly before release. There is, however, one small batch which has not yet been bottled and which

we had intended to release at this time as a slightly different blend. But this wine, in our opinion, would

benefit from some extended barrel maturation and so we’ve decided to bottle and release it early in 2002. 

More on that later.

Vintage 2001
Vintage started at the beginning of April and went through to the Easter long-weekend at the end of April.

The wine made from the early-picked fruit is really quite different from the wine picked on the Easter long-

weekend. And so we have four quite distinct lots in barrel which should make for some wonderful blending

opportunities. Exciting times indeed.

We have been fortunate indeed to receive much critical acclaim, not only from the wine Press but also

from our mail order customers, from whom we have had some charming letters; one lady who bought the

2000 Allegro wrote, “I read a quote of Galileo somewhere that, ‘Wine is sunlight held together by water’. 

It seems to describe your Rosé perfectly.” Another wrote of the 1999 Genesis, “...a complete and sophisticated

wine, very intense but still elegant. I bet there are a lot of Pinot makers who’d like to capture that tingling finish.”

There has been some controversy about the price of our wines, and I would like to air that, so that you our

customers can decide for yourselves whether you are getting value for money. 

One of our more respected national wine-scribes, while giving the Castagna 1999 Genesis high points

and a great wrap, added, “...the price is $38 ex-cellar or $48 retail which is really pushing it for a young

vineyard wine with no track-record”. My view is that I for one would prefer to drink what’s in the bottle rather

than any track-record, because in my experience, these days track-records so often disappoint.

Then there was the comment from Robert Parker, that is the famous Mr. Parker, of Wine Advocate fame,

who after giving the wine really very good points, rather condescendingly said, “I actually thought the Rosé

was excellent...(but)...some serious egos must be at work behind the pricing of both these wines....the maker should

get a reality check with respect to his pricing policy”. Fair enough, but he quotes the retail price at approximately

$A80 for the Allegro and $A200 for the Genesis. Well all I can say Mr. Parker is... I wish! The wine sold

here at our cellar door for $23 and $38 respectively, so who’s taking the lend of whom?

The third comment on pricing came from Philip White in the Adelaide Advertiser in an article entitled, 

‘For What It’s Worth’. He writes, “While finding good cheapies is very difficult, finding good expensive wine is 

not much easier”. He writes of Australian wines such as Yattarna, RWT, Wynns Michael Shiraz, John Riddoch

Cabernet, Burge’s Meshach and even the legendary Grange; and from France, he mentions such exalted

names as Guigal La Turque Cote-Rotie, Paul Jaboulet’s La Chapelle Hermitage. He writes about the value of

some of these wines, and while he is gently critical of the prices being asked for some of the above, he

finishes the article by saying, “...and they’re all a far-cry from the Castagna which is some $250 cheaper than

Grange and easily my favourite of all the wines I’ve just mentioned”.

So you make up your own mind; I’ve had my say.
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More Reviews
CASTAGNA ALLEGRO

Max Allen in The Australian (13/10/01) “...seriously food-friendly...

possibly Australia’s most complex and full-on pink wine.”

Ben Canaider in The Age (20/2/01) Epicure section, 

“...salty and tangy... funky and feral... not cooked up according to some wine school recipe. 

It’s savoury, too, quite dry and serious in a kind of lovable left-wing academic sort of way. Great with food.”

Ian MacTavish in Connoisseurs Gallery magazine (April/May issue ‘01) said of the 2000 Allegro, “...quite simply

one of the most delightful summer wines you’ll ever taste... This is a Rosé of substance...with deep colour and generous

flavour, mouth-filling but refreshingly dry. This is the summer red we’ve all been waiting for.”

CASTAGNA GENESIS

Tim White in the Fin Review (7/4/01) “This smells delicious: blackberries and raspberries,...pippy raspberry and

blackberry fruited in the mouth over dusty tannins with an edge of cumquat and white peach: very much a northern

Rhône style. Has good dusty length and packs plenty of flavour for such an elegant wine.”

Winewise magazine (Vol. 17 #1) of the 1999 Genesis said (giving it its Highly Recommended rating), “If

you’re looking for an Australian Côte Rôtie style, this wine from Beechworth will keep you very happy indeed. It has

a spicy, violet-scented nose, and the palate is long, fine and decidedly silky...”

The ‘99 Genesis was also placed first in a blind tasting of the best of the best from Australia and France’s

Rhône Valley, conducted by Ewinexchange. We were in truly exalted company. They commented, “The Genesis

Syrah from Julian Castagna, our top appointed wine, has oodles of flavour, style and individual personality. This goes

to show that brute force, raw tannin and new oak are not necessary to make a top class Shiraz....a stunning wine made

by a passionate winemaker...(showing) wonderful integration and great length of subtle complexity with a tight tannin

structure and pronounced but balanced acidity that are all beautifully integrated.”

Full report at: http://www.ewinexchange.com.au/index_foodguide_tastings.htm

Beechworth is starting to be recognised for the wonderful place it is, both to live and to make fine wine. Jancis

Robinson recently paid a visit and is very complimentary to this special piece of North Eastern Victoria 

and its Winemakers, writing that it is the “...home to three of the world’s more remarkable wine producers”.

She’s at http://www.jancisrobinson.com/ – then look under ‘More words on wine’

Wow! What a year it’s been. Although critical acclaim isn’t everything it is nice to get some kind words

when you’re trying to make something different. I have always loved great wine and have come to be a

producer from the consumer’s point of view. Our charter, when we began making wine, was that in the company

of great palates, I should always be happy to drink our wine and should never be ashamed of what we make.

Nothing has changed – if it doesn’t cut the mustard down the drain it goes. (Please, no requests to sit beside the

drain outlet.) And whilst we strive for excellence we recognise there will always be a hiccough or two, and

although we accept that, we don’t expect you to. Our wine will always be a little left of centre, and I am

delighted that so many of you are taking the journey with us.

The 2001 Releases 
We have four wines to release at this time. The first two you are familiar with; Allegro & Genesis. There are

two more. La Chiave is the first release of our Sangiovese-based wine and we are very excited by and have

great hope for this variety in our vineyard. The second, another Shiraz-based wine; Sauvage. This is not a wine
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that will be released each year. Because it is always our intention for our wine to be the purest expression of the

fruit and place where it is grown, sometimes one batch takes on a life of its own, and begs to be allowed to

stand on its own; Sauvage is such a wine. This Shiraz was co-fermented with about 1% Viognier, with no further

blending. Although slightly different, we love it. We offer it to you our customers for comment. Good value.

The Wines
CASTAGNA 2001 ALLEGRO You may notice a slight change in the packaging.

We’ve been receiving some pressure from retailers to drop the word Rosé from the label.

They tell us that Rosé is a drink for the wine-bore cognoscenti and although they love the

wine they would prefer not to have the word Rosé displayed on the bottle. As we

eventually intend to call all our wines by their given name we thought it would do no harm to comply. The wine,

however, in style, is exactly the same as it always has been, and this year I believe it is the best yet. And of

course it’s still my baby – I just love it! It’s rich, fresh, zesty and flavoursome, perfect summer drinking – drink it in

a big glass to allow it’s perfume to intoxicate you. 

OUR TAST ING NOTES Aromatically sensual with notes of funky strawberries and cream – a wine with a

lovely deep crimson wash. Full throttle fruit: rich, rolling, juicy, complex and dry with just a touch of fine grain

oak and cleansing acid with mineral notes, which cut across the decadent fruit. This is a lovely summer wine,

please take it seriously, it deserves to be. Drink it slightly chilled.

CASTAGNA 2000 GENESIS  SYRAH Our flagship, very much in the style of the

1999, same flavour profile but perhaps slightly more feminine. Delicious.

OUR TAST ING NOTES. Deep crimson red. The bouquet opens to notes of

undergrowth, red fruits and violets; mingling savoury earthy tones with cedar, spice and

vanilla. A restrained wine at this early part of its life, with a spine of acid and elegant fine grain silky tannins.

Red cherries flow through the wine with elements of spice and sappy, forest flavours – reserved and complex.

Racy and fine – needing time to coax the many complex elements into bloom. The art of seduction requires

patience: for those who can wait, or indeed enjoy the chase, the experience will be a very satisfying one.

CASTAGNA 2000 LA CHIAVE The first release of our Sangiovese. 

We have great hope for this variety in our area. I took a couple of bottles of this wine with

me to Italy recently when I did vintage in Tuscany and the results of blind tastings with

some very classy Tuscan Sangiovese’s was extremely encouraging. 

We await our customers’ comments with great interest.

OUR TAST ING NOTES. Almost the colour of blood. The bouquet summons sweet savoury oak and

weaves through notes of Morello cherry, leather and undergrowth. It has a lively, spicy, perfumery lift, which is

very well balanced by the presence of well-integrated oak. The palate is similar with a racy acid spine. Fine,

cedary oak provides a harmonious and structured element that is neither brash nor dominant which complements

the savoury Morello cherry flavours. A wine that cries out for food.

CASTAGNA 2000 SAUVAGE At this time, tasting from barrel, this is a very similar

wine to the 2000 Genesis with, perhaps not quite as long a finish but with beautiful ripe

tannins. Good value. 

Detailed tasting notes will be supplied after the wine is bottled. Those of you who would

like to order this wine now should send a separate cheque to cover that wine and freight. The cheque for that

wine will not be presented until the wine is despatched to you. Those of you who wish to pay by credit card 

can be assured that we will not charge your card until just before the wine is sent off. `
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